Abstract

We discuss the characteristics of constructive news comments, and present methods to identify them. First, we define the notion of constructiveness. Second, we annotate a corpus for constructiveness. Third, we explore whether available argumentation corpora can be useful to identify constructiveness in news comments. Our model trained on argumentation corpora achieves a top accuracy of 72.59% (baseline=49.44%) on our crowd-annotated test data. Finally, we examine the relation between constructiveness and toxicity. In our crowd-annotated data, 21.42% of the non-constructive comments and 17.89% of the constructive comments are toxic, suggesting that non-constructive comments are not much more toxic than constructive comments.

1 Introduction

The goal of online news comments is to provide constructive, intelligent and informed remarks that are relevant to the article, often in the form of an exchange with other readers. Many comments, however, do not contribute to achieving this goal. Online comments have a broad range: they can be vacuous, dismissive, abusive, hateful, but also constructive. Below we show two comments on an article about Hillary Clinton’s loss in the presidential election in 2016.1

(1) I have 3 daughters, and I told them that Mrs. Clinton lost because she did not have a platform. The only message that I got from her was that Mr. Trump is not fit to be in office and that she wanted to be the first female President. I honestly believe that she lost because she offered no hope, or direction, to the average American. Mr. Trump, with all his shortcomings, at least offered change and some hope.

(2) This article was a big disappointment. Thank you Ms Henein. Now women know that wasting their time reading your emotion-based opinion is not an option.

Both comments disagree with the author, but one does it constructively and the other dismissively. Comment (1) treats the article as a genuine starting point for discussion and presents disagreement without denigrating, with reasons for the disagreement. On the other hand, comment (2) is dismissive and probably sarcastic.

Our goal is to understand constructiveness in news comments, which may help in filtering and organizing many kinds of online comments. News comments may be filtered according to different criteria, for example, based on their toxicity and/or constructiveness. Toxic comments may be filtered negatively, i.e., they can be blocked, deleted, or demoted. Constructive comments may be filtered positively, i.e., they can be promoted, as it is done manually for the New York Times Picks (Diakopoulos, 2015). A number of approaches have been proposed for toxicity (e.g., Kwok and Wang, 2013; Waseem and Hovy, 2016; Wulczyn et al., 2016; Nobata et al., 2016; Davidson et al., 2017). A recent example is the effort by Google to identify abusive or toxic comments through the Perspective API.2 There is, however, not as much research on the constructiveness of individual comments. Niculae and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil (2016) and Napoles et al. (2017) study constructiveness at the comment thread-level, but not at the comment level.

In this paper, we focus on the constructiveness of individual news comments. First, we define the notion of constructiveness. Second, we de-
scribe our annotated corpus of online comments labelled for constructiveness. Third, we explore deep learning approaches for identifying constructive comments. Fourth, we discuss the association between constructiveness and a number of argumentation features. Finally, we examine the relationship between toxicity and constructiveness.

2 Constructiveness: Definition and corpus

We are interested in comments that contribute to the conversation, which construct, build and promote a dialogue. Napoles et al. (2017) define constructive conversations in terms of ERICs—Engaging, Respectful, and/or Informative Conversations. Rather than relying on our intuitions, we posted a survey asking what a constructive comment is. We opened a survey on SurveyMonkey, requesting 100 answers. A composite of the answers is: Constructive comments intend to create a civil dialogue through remarks that are relevant to the article and not intended to merely provoke an emotional response. They are typically targeted to specific points and supported by appropriate evidence.

In order to study constructiveness in news comments, we crawled 1,121 comments from 10 articles of the Globe and Mail news website covering a variety of subjects: technology, immigration, terrorism, politics, budget, social issues, religion, property, and refugees. We used CrowdFlower as our crowdsourcing annotation platform and annotated the comments for constructiveness. We asked the annotators to first read the relevant article, and then to tell us whether the displayed comment was constructive or not. For quality control, 100 units were marked as gold: Annotators were allowed to continue with the annotation task only when their answers agreed with our answers to the gold questions. As we were interested in the verdict of native speakers of English, we limited the allowed demographic region to English-speaking countries. We asked for three judgments per instance and paid 5 cents per annotation unit. Percentage agreement for the constructiveness question was 87.88%, suggesting that constructiveness can be reliably annotated. Agreement numbers are provided by CrowdFlower, and are calculated on a random sample of 100 annotations. Other measures of agreement, such as kappa, are not easily computed with CrowdFlower data, because many different annotators are involved. Constructiveness seemed to be equally distributed in our dataset: Out of the 1,121 comments, 603 comments (53.79%) were classified as constructive, 517 (46.12%) as non-constructive, and the annotators were not sure in only one case. We use this annotated corpus as the test data in our experiments. We have also made the corpus publicly available.

3 Identifying constructive comments

We take the view that constructiveness is closely related to argumentation. Argumentative texts usually establish a position on a topic and provide reasoning for that particular position. Similarly, a constructive comment provides reasoning for the commenter’s point of view. We exploit argumentation-related datasets to train a bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (biLSTM) model (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) to identify constructive comments. We also explore the association between constructiveness and argumentation features.

3.1 Building a constructiveness classifier

Constructiveness is an interplay between different kinds of linguistic knowledge: lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge. Lexical and syntactic features, such as use of hedges and modals, sentence structure, readability or text complexity; semantic features, such as the use of personal and emotion words or the sentiment score for the comment; and discourse features, such as cohesion, discourse relations, the comment’s topic, or the topic distance from the article, have shown to help in identifying similar phenomena, such as quality of student essays or constructiveness of a comment thread (Pitler and Nenkova, 2008; Brand and Van Der Merwe, 2014; Diakopoulos, 2015; Momeni et al., 2015; Niculae and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2016). The primary challenge in developing a computational system for constructiveness is the lack of training data from which we can learn about these different aspects of constructiveness.

Training data Since there is no training data available for constructiveness at the comment
level, we gathered annotated data from similar tasks. In particular, we exploit two annotated corpora. The first corpus is the Yahoo News Annotated Corpus (YNC)\(^7\) (Napoles et al., 2017), which contains thread-level constructiveness annotations for Yahoo News comment threads. We are interested in comment-level annotations, and thus assume that a comment from a constructive thread is constructive and vice versa for non-constructive threads. We extracted 33,957 comments from constructive conversations and 26,821 comments from non-constructive conversations from this dataset. Other than constructiveness annotations, the YNC corpus also contains annotations for sub-dialogue type (argumentative, flame-war, off topic, personal stories, positive, respectful, snarky or humorous). We concatenate these annotations to the comments when training.

The second corpus is the Argument Extraction Corpus (AEC)\(^8\) (Swanson et al., 2015). The corpus includes annotations for argument quality on sentences extracted from the topics of gun control, gay marriage, evolution, and death penalty. Our intuition is that sentences with high argument quality are constructive and low argument quality are non-constructive. We extract 2,613 examples with high argumentation quality and 2,761 examples with low argumentation quality. In total, we had 36,570 constructive and 29,582 non-constructive training examples.

**Test data** Our test data is our crowd-sourced constructiveness corpus containing 1,121 instances marked for constructiveness. As news comments are not always well written, we carried out some preprocessing of the data, such as word segmentation and spelling correction. For example, in *Climate change has always been a hoax, as ...*, our preprocessing will add a space between *hoax*, and *as*.

**Model and results** We carry out preliminary experiments to assess whether argumentative comment representations are useful to identify constructive comments. We train biLSTM models with the annotated argumentation corpora. These models are usually used for sequential predictions.

Although our task is not a sequential prediction task, the primary reason for using biLSTMs is that these models can utilize the expanded paragraph-level contexts and learn paragraph representations directly. Moreover, biLSTMs have been shown to learn better representations of sequences by processing them from left to right and from right to left. They have recently been used in diverse tasks, such as stance detection (Augenstein et al., 2016), sentiment analysis (Teng et al., 2016), and medical event detection (Jagannatha and Yu, 2016).

Figure 1 outlines the general architecture of our model. The words in each comment are mapped to their corresponding word representation using the embedding layer. The embedding layer contains the word vector mapping from words to dense n-dimensional vector representations. We initialize the embedding layer weights with GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014). The word embeddings are fed into the LSTM layer. The LSTM layer has two LSTM chains: one propagating in the forward direction and one propagating in the backward direction. The representations are combined by taking linear combinations of the LSTM outputs. The output is then passed through the Softmax activation function, which produces a probability-like output for each label type, in our case for the labels constructive and non-constructive.

The network is trained with backpropagation. The embedding vectors are also updated based on the backpropagated errors. We use bidirectional LSTMs as implemented in TensorFlow\(^9\).

---

\(^7\)https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com
\(^8\)https://nlds.soe.ucsc.edu/node/29
\(^9\)https://www.tensorflow.org/
We trained with the ADAM stochastic gradient descent for 10 epochs. The important parameter settings are: batch size=512, embedding size=200, drop out=0.5, and learning rate=0.001.

We wanted to examine which argumentation dataset is more effective in identifying constructiveness. So we carried out experiments with different train and test combinations. In each experiment, 1% of the training data was used as the validation set.

Table 1 shows the average validation and test accuracies for three runs with the same parameter settings. Below we note a few observations. First, we achieved the best result when YNC was included in the training set. Second, AEC seems not to have much effect on the test accuracy but YNC does; when we do not have YNC in the training data, the results drop markedly. This might be because the size of the AEC corpus is relatively small and the model was not able to learn any relevant patterns from this data. Finally, the validation and test accuracy is more or less same for the first two rows, when YNC is included in the training data.

### 3.2 Association with argumentation features

In addition to the classifier described above, we also examine the association between constructiveness and a number of linguistic and discourse features typically found in argumentative texts, based on the extensive literature on argumentation (Biber, 1988; van Eemeren et al., 2007; Moens et al., 2007; Tseronis, 2011; Becker et al., 2016; Habernal and Gurevych, 2017; Azar, 1999; Peldszus and Stede, 2016). We calculate association in terms of odds ratio (Horwitz, 1979), which tells us the odds of a comment being constructive in the presence of a feature. Results are shown in Table 2. We observed a strong association between constructiveness and occurrence of argumentative discourse relations (Cause, Comparison, Condition, Contrast, Evaluation and Explanation). The odds ratio for argumentative discourse relations is 3.49, which means that constructive texts are 3.49 times more likely to have this feature than non-constructive texts. Other features with strong association with constructiveness are stance adverbials (e.g., undoubtedly, paradoxically, of course), and reasoning verbs (e.g., cause, lead) and modals. Root clauses (clauses with a matrix verb and an embedded clause, such as I think that . . .) show a medium association with constructiveness. On the other hand, abstract nouns (e.g., issue, reason) and, surprisingly, conjunctions and connectives are not associated with constructive texts. The latter is surprising because many discourse relations contain a connective.

### 4 Toxicity in news comments

In the context of filtering news comments, we are also interested in the relationship between constructiveness and toxicity. We propose the label toxicity for a range of phenomena, including verbal abuse, offensive comments and hate speech. To better understand the nature of toxicity and its relationship with constructiveness, we extended our CrowdFlower annotation. For the 1,121 comments described in Section 2, we also asked annotators to identify toxicity. The question posed was: How toxic is the comment? We established four classes: Very toxic, Toxic, Mildly toxic and Not toxic. The definition for Very toxic included comments which use harsh, offensive or abusive language; comments which include personal attacks or insults; or which are derogatory or demeaning. Toxic comments were sarcastic, containing ridicule or aggressive disagreement. Mildly toxic

---

Table 1: Constructiveness prediction results using argumentation corpora. The test data was our annotated constructiveness data in all cases. Random baseline accuracy = 49.44%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Test accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YNC + AEC</td>
<td>68.43</td>
<td>68.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YNC</td>
<td>72.76</td>
<td>72.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>69.30</td>
<td>52.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Association of constructiveness with linguistic features in terms of OR (odds ratio).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argumentative discourse relations</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stance adverbials</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning verbs &amp; modals</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root clauses</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunctions &amp; connectives</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract nouns</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10For this analysis we used the discourse relations given by the discourse parser described in Joty et al. (2015).
Table 3: Percent distribution of constructive and toxic comments in CrowdFlower annotation. C = Constructive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C (n = 603)</th>
<th>Non-C (n = 518)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not toxic</td>
<td>82.09%</td>
<td>78.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildly toxic</td>
<td>16.08%</td>
<td>15.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxic</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>5.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very toxic</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
<td>0.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments were described as those which may be considered toxic only by some people, or which express anger and frustration.

The distribution of toxicity levels by constructiveness label is shown in Table 3. The percentage agreement provided by CrowdFlower for this task was 81.82%. The most important result of this annotation experiment is that there were no significant differences in toxicity levels between constructive and non-constructive comments, i.e., constructive comments were as likely to be toxic (in its three categories) as non-constructive comments. For instance, consider Example (3) below. It was labelled as constructive by two out of three annotators, and toxic by all three (two as Toxic, and one as Very toxic). It could be the case, in some situations, that a moderator may allow a somewhat toxic comment if it contributes to the conversation, i.e., if it is constructive.

(3) If it’s wrong to vote AGAINST someone based on their gender, then surely it is also wrong to vote FOR someone based on their gender. Yet there were many people advocating openly for people to do just that. I wonder how many votes Clinton got just because she was a woman.

We conclude, then, that constructiveness and toxicity are orthogonal categories. The results also suggest that it is important to consider constructiveness of comments along with toxicity when filtering comments, as aggressive constructive debate might be a good feature of online discussion. Given these results, the classification of constructiveness and toxicity should probably be treated as separate problems.

5 Discussion and conclusion

We have proposed a definition of constructiveness that hinges on argumentative aspects of news comments. We have shown that well-known linguistic indicators of argumentation, such as adverbials and rhetorical relations show an association with constructive comments. Our definition of constructiveness is at the comment level, because it is important to identify comments as they come in, rather than waiting for a thread to degenerate (Wulczyn et al., 2016), and because many comments are top-level, i.e., not part of a thread.

We assume that constructive comments contain good argumentation and explored argumentation datasets to train a bidirectional LSTM to identify constructive comments. The highest accuracy of our model was 72.59% (random baseline=49.44%).

Through an annotation experiment, we studied the relationship between constructiveness and toxicity, and found that constructive comments are just as likely to be toxic (or not toxic) as non-constructive comments. In terms of filtering, this poses an interesting question, since some of our toxic comments were also deemed to be constructive by the annotators.

As for future work, our long-term goal is to build a robust system for identifying constructive news comments. We also plan to investigate the relation between toxicity and constructiveness more deeply. We plan to train on more relevant and directly related training data, such as the New York Times Picks, and systematically explore different argumentation features for constructiveness (e.g., readability, cohesion, coherence).
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